In this note it will be shown that the axioms on which H. Weyl, in a recent paper published under the above title,' has based his theory may be reduced by a somewhat different approach. In particular, we shall be able to dispose of the axiom IV the artificial character of which he himself deplores.
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We start from the main theorem of the theory of almost periodic functions in a group (see reference 2), but we prefer to express it in this way: Given a group (Mand a closed modul 9) of almost periodic functions in @. (b) and (c) we allow only functions with continuous first derivatives. For the sake of simplicity we assume that C is an analytic curve.
2. Problems (a) and (b) are classical; the quantities XI and X2 are the fundamental frequencies of a membrane with fixed boundary and of a clamped plate, respectively. Problem (c) occurs in the study of the buckling of plates.' All the three problems have a considerable literature for which we refer to the book of Weinstein.
As to (a) Lord Rayleigh has formulated the following conjecture which
